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ANSTRACT: In recent years, jetgrout layers and walls have been used as an impervious barrier in building pits. With high laying 

jetgrout layers small openings which may be present can lead to sand-carrying wells which are difficult to control and which have al

ready caused major problems in some projects. To sustain the design process a model that predicts the probability o f an imperfection 

in the screen was set up. This model determines the risk o f failure and calculates the total expected area o f al the imperfections. 

Moreover it is also possible to optimize the design for example by changing the distance between the columns and the diameter of the 

columns.

RESUME: Pendant ces dernières années, les couches de coulis de ciment et/ou les murs de soutènements ont été utilisés comme par

ties imperméables lors de constructions de carrières. Pour des couches de coulis de ciment placées à des niveaux plus élevés, de petits 

conduits pouvant être présents peuvent amener à des transports de sable. Ceci rend l ’ouvrage difficile à contrôler et a déjà causé des 

problèmes majeurs dans certains projets. Afin de soutenir le processus de conception, un modèle prédisant la probabilité de présence 

d’imperfections dans l ’ouvrage de protection a été établie. Ce modèle peut déterminer les risques conduisant à des scénari catastrop

hiques ou bien peut calculer la surface totale de l’ensemble des imperfections attendues. De plus, il permet aussi d ’optimiser le de

sign, par exemple, en changeant la distance entre les colonnes et les diamètres de ces colonnes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Before jetgrouting technology became available, impervious 

layers were installed by permeation grouting. The pore water 

is forced out by means o f a hardening gel. Soft gel is usually 

applied for water retaining. The injected substance does not 

harden completely but acquires the consistency o f thick yo

ghurt, and therefore has no strength.

When used as a barrier under a building pit, such a layer is 

installed at a relatively great depth. This ensures vertical 

equilibrium because sufficient weight (in this case soil) is 

present on the layer (Fig. la). The seepage through the injec

tion layer is controlled by a dewatering system in the layer 

above the gel layer. This is extremely important because cur

rent practice for all types o f injection techniques has to take 

imperfections and therefore seepage into account.

Jetgrout layers, where the soil skeleton is eroded and the 

existing soil is mixed with cement grout, have a considerable 

strength. This allows the layers to be given a structural func

tion, such as an arch under a building pit (Fig. lb), which

leads the uplift forces to the retaining walls. Such an arch was 

applied in the construction of the “tram-tunnel” in The Hague 

in the Netherlands. Another application is a jetgrout layer 

where vertical stability is ensured by tensile elements, as used 

in Berlin (Fig. lc).

In several projects where jetgrout layers have been used, 

major problems have arisen due to large quantities of 

groundwater flowing into the building pits and carrying sand 

from beneath the jetgrout layer. This has occurred despite the 

average permeability o f the layers had been lowered suffi

ciently, tested with pump tests. For this reason, the Delft 

University o f Technology (DUT) began a research pro

gramme into the design criteria and the reliability o f jetgrout 

layers when used as a groundwater-retaining screen. The 

DUT study had two objectives:

1. To develop a model for determining the probability o f im

perfections, i.e. holes, in jetgrout layers;

2. To determine the consequences o f imperfections in a je t

grout layer and the impact o f a covering layer.

This paper describes development o f the model for deter-

Figure 1, Various injection systems
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mining the probability o f imperfections. Tol et al (2001) 

deals with the second item the consequences o f imperfections 

in jetgrout layers.

2 PROBABILITY OF OPENINGS

2.1 Model

In theory, the topview o f the design o f a jetgrout layer is 

characterised by overlapping circles positioned on a grid. The 

grid type most often chosen is the triangular grid. A simula

tion model has been constructed to determine the probability 

that a jetgrout layer will fail.

Using various inaccuracies arising during installation, the 

model uses geometric calculations to determine the probabil

ity that openings will appear in the jetgrout layer. This prob

abilistic model is based on the Monte Carlo method (Hahn 

and Shapiro, 1994).

2.2 Deviations

In order to determine the failure probability o f a jetgrout 

layer, i.e. hole formation, the possible causes for a hole in the 

layer are ascertained. Three deviations can occur during in

stallation where the actual locations and the dimensions o f a 

column, at a certain depth, eventually may differ from the de

sign.

These are as follows:

-  deviations in position, resulting from inaccuracies in the 

positioning on the soil surface.

-  deviations from the vertical, because o f misalignment the 

actual location o f the central point o f the jetgrout columns 

will at a certain depth deviate from the position deter

mined using the grid.

-  diameter deviations, variations in the jetgrout parameters, 

such as the cutting force, the jetgrout flow rate, and the 

rotation and pulling speed, or variations in the soil prop

erties, can lead to deviations in the diameters o f the vari

ous columns and variations in the diameter over the 

height.

2.3 Holes

In the following situations, the above deviations can lead to 

the creation o f holes:

-  non overlapping columns: distances which are too large 

between the central points o f the jetgrout columns and/or 

diameters which are too small can prevent the columns 

overlapping.

-  shadow effect, if the jetgrout process takes place too close 

to a hardened column, then the intersecting radius will be 

partially blocked by the existing column. This creates a 

so-called shadow area, which is not covered by any o f the 

columns.

-  boring in a hardened column, in case o f extreme devia

tions a boring for a new column can be made in a hard

ened column. This means that no new column will be cre

ated, at least at this level. In the worst case, it will mean 

that an entire column is missing, which will lead to a large 

hole.

A fourth way in which a hole may arise is human failure. 

Namely, that a jetgrout point may be missed due to careless 

workmanship or inaccurate reporting about the created col

umns.

The probability that a column is forgotten is estimated at 1 

in 100 columns, and the probability that this is not noticed is

0.05 to 0.10. The probability o f a missing column is therefore 

estimated at 0.0005-0.001 per column. This will result in a 

large hole. In the failure model described, human failure is 

not included.
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Figure 2. Probability distribution o f total hole surface area

3 SIMULATION EXAMPLES

The results o f several indicative calculations o f a grid (sec

tion) measuring 10.5 by 16.35 m2 will be presented. Other 

data and the stochastic parameters are given in Figure 2. The 

dispersion in the jetgrout parameters is provisionally based 

on experience cited by jetgrout contractors. Thorough inves

tigation into the actual deviations in the jetgrout parameters 

has not yet taken place.

3.1 Results

The results from 2500 simulations o f this grid are as follows:

-  The probability o f one or more holes occurring is ap

proximately 73%;

-  The probability o f a boring in an existing column is 

consitently extremely small.

-  The probability o f no shadow effect is more than 60%. 

The maximum number o f shadow effects, which occur, is

3. The probability that this will happen is only 1%.

The total hole surface area is divided into groups of 0-25 

cm2, 26-50cm2, etc. From the probability distribution, shown 

in Figure 2, o f the entire hole surface area, it seems that if 

holes occur, there is a 47% probability that the entire hole 

surface area will be between 0 and 25 cm2. The probability 

that this will occur is therefore 0.73*0.47=0.343 (34.3%). 

The probability that the entire hole surface area is between 

200 and 225 cm2 is 0.73*0.025 =0.018 (1.8%).

3.2 Window design

To examine the influence o f the various design parameters on 

the probability o f failure, a single triangle o f three grid points 

was first simulated, followed by an entire grid.

The dimensions o f  the grid triangles were based on a de

sign radius (Ro). This is the radius where three columns, 

without deviations, intersect each other exactly in the centre 

o f the triangle. Monte Carlo Simulations were carried out for 

various combinations o f design radii and average column di

ameters.

The probability o f failure is defined here as the probability 

that there is no overlapping, or an entire column is missing 

because o f boring in an existing column. For each grid point 

o f the triangle, values are taken from the distribution of geo

metric jetgrout parameters found in practice, which are given 

in Table 1.
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Deviation Distribution Average Standard

Deviation

Position [m] 

Normal

Normal 0.038 0.02

Vertical (rad) Normal 0.005 0.0025

Diameter (m) Normal Design par. 0.10

Table 1. Jetgrout deviations

Average

Figure 3. Design Window o f  a grid triangle at -15m
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Figure 4. Design Window o f grid triangle at -25m

Figure 3 gives the failure probability o f various grid triangles 

in 10,000 simulations per parameter combinations. The aver

age diameter is varied in steps o f 0.05 m. The probability of 

failure is plotted along the vertical axis against the average 

diameter o f the normal distribution of the diameter used on 

the horizontal. The curves show the path o f failure probabil

ity for the various grid triangles, for given design radiuses at 

a depth of-15m .

The probability o f failure is large where a diameter is too 

small. As the average column diameter increases, the failure 

probability initially decreases as holes caused by no overlap

ping occur less often. When the average diameter increases 

further, the probability o f failure increases, because o f the 

more frequent occurrence o f a boring in one o f the hardened 

columns. A design window is, therefore, created namely an 

area in which the combination o f a certain Ro and a column 

diameter can provide a sufficiently small probability o f fail

ure. Figure 4 shows the same simulations at greater depth (- 

25m).

The minimum probability o f failure is greater here. This 

means on the one hand that the occurrence o f no overlapping 

is more frequent, and on the other it is more likely to bore in 

an existing columns. The design window becomes narrower.

Figure 5. Design Window o f  a jetgrout layer at -1 5  m.

3.3 Grid simulation results

Sections with a surface area o f approximately lOOm2 are then 

simulated using various design radii. Not only the number 

must be taken into account, but also the mutual dependence 

o f the grid triangles. The different measurements for the vari

ous design radiuses are given in Table 2. The column diame

ter is varied in steps.

Table 2. Dimensions o f  the grids

Ro

(m)

Number o f  Co- 

lums

L (m) * B (m) Surface (m2)

0.9 60 10.90 » 9.45 103

1.0 52 10.40 * 10.50 109

1.1 45 11.40 * 9.90 113

1.2 38 1040 * 10.80 112

1.3 33 11.25 * 9.75 110

Figure 5 shows the failure probability in 1,000 simulations 

per parameter combination. This simulation concerns a layer 

at a depth o f 15m. Moreover in this simulation, the holes 

were checked on both the upper as well as the lower side of 

the layer. For this latter check, the same deviation in position 

and verticality were used as for the upper surface of the layer, 

but a new selection was made for the column diameter. This 

double check is realistic as a hole only poses a risk if the 

groundwater can pass through the entire layer. As stated ear

lier, all holes, regardless o f their size, are counted as failures 

in the simulations. This means that layers

With one or more holes measuring a few centimetres 

square are considered as failures. If  a certain permissible hole 

size is assumed, the lines which show the probability o f no 

overlapping will shift to the left. I f  the shadow effect is in

cluded, the lines showing the failure probability due to di

ameters being too large (boring in existing columns) will also 

move to the left.

4 THE HAGUE TRAMTUNNEL

Finally, the developed model was applied to a section o f the 

Hague tram tunnel where a jetgrout arch was used. A simula

tion was made based on the actual design grid, using data re

ceived from the jetgrout contractor about the jetgrout pa

rameters and their distribution. This information was based 

on several test columns and measurements carried out during 

the work.

A pump test was performed once the jetgrout arch was 

completed in the section. The flow rate that resulted was 

compared with the flow rate calculated on the basis o f the 

total hole surface area, determined using the model and as

suming that these holes are filled with the original soil. This 

can be seen as a kind o f model validation. The following

R0=0.60m

R0=0.80m

R0=1.00m

R0=1.20m

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 

Average
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conclusions can be drawn from the simulations o f the rele

vant section, with a total o f some 300 columns.

The probability that holes are present in the jetgrout arch be

cause o f insufficient connections between the columns is in 

the order o f 10"4. The probability o f a boring in an existing 

column is nil (in 5,000 simulations). A shadow effect oc

curred approximately 60 times. This gave an average hole 

surface area o f 0.045m2. The holes caused by the shadow ef

fect then pose a real problem. The expected pump flow rate, 

based on the simulation, is between 0.8 and 1.8 m^/hour. 

This corresponds well, in terms o f size, with the measured 

flow rate in the pump test.

From the distribution o f the hole surface areas caused by 

the shadow effect, it appears that the majority o f these holes 

are between 0 and 25 cm2 . Several large holes also occur, 

however, varying from 250 to 500 cm2.

The probability that an entire column would be missing in 

this section because o f human failure, which was not included 

in the simulations, is in the order o f 0.0005 * 300= 15%. The 

results o f the pump test show that it is highly unlikely that 

there are missing columns in the section studied.

5 EVALUATION

A model has been built which can calculate the probability o f 

holes in a given grid configuration o f a jetgrout layer, namely 

for the grid distance, the column diameter and the depth. The 

creation of holes takes no column overlap, shadow effect and 

a “misboring”, namely a boring in an already hardened col

umn into account.

5.1 Conclusions

The errors given above work against each other when opti

mising the design. The probability o f no overlapping de

creases with smaller grid distances or larger column diame

ters, but the probability o f shadow effect and “misboring” 

then increases. The probabilistic design of a jetgrout configu

ration using the developed model provides an opportunity to 

minimise the total probability o f failure.

The depth at which the layer is placed has a large impact. 

It appears that a layer at 25 m beneath the ground surface, 

with the distribution in jetgrout parameters used and the usual 

column diameters, has no configuration, which would give a 

sufficiently small probability o f hole formation.

During the investigation, it was assumed that the prob

ability o f a missing column as a result o f human failure is 

relatively high. A “w atertight” implementation control must 

be used to improve this.

An analysis using a pump test can only determine an average 

permeability and holes measuring some 500 cm2 cannot be 

localised. The flow rate as a result o f a forgotten column is, 

however, so large that localisation is possible. In addition, 

this usually leads to exceeding the permissible flow rates.

5.2 Design approach

No recommendations for design rules to achieve a reliable 

design for jetgrout layers have emerged from the research 

carried out so far. Several matters therefore still require fur

ther study. A workable approach does appear along the fol

lowing lines:

-  the developed model generates a probability distribution 

of the hole size in a design grid;

-  from this probability distribution, with the required prob

ability o f failure such as 1 in 10,000, the hole with the 

largest surface area is then defined;

-  the model for hole stability (Tol, 2001) is then used to de

fine the required thickness o f the covering layer for a hole 

with this diameter;

-  a safety factor is then applied to this thickness o f the cov

ering layer.

In this way, the maximal excavation depth or in practice, the 

level o f the grout layer can be determined. Based on the 

probability distribution o f the total hole surface area, the hy

draulic resistance can also be calculated.

5.3 Further research

The simulations carried out are based on a restricted set of 

practical data about distribution in the jetgrout parameters. 

Thorough research into the actual distribution is lacking and 

is needed to optimise the design o f jetgrout layers. In addi

tion, research can lead to recommendations for improving 

implementation.
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